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Abstract: With the emerging realization that low temperature, low pressure polymer electrolyte
membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) technologies can realistically serve for power-generation of any
scale, the value of comprehensive simulation models becomes equally evident. Many models
have been successfully developed over the last two decades. One of the fundamental limitations
among these models is that up to only three constituent species have been considered in the dry
pre-humidified anode and cathode inlet gases, namely oxygen and nitrogen for the cathode and
hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide for the anode. In order to extend the potential
of theoretical study and to bring the simulation closer towards reality, in this research, a 1D
steady-state, low temperature, isothermal, isobaric PEMFC model has been developed.
The model accommodates multi-component diffusion in the porous electrodes and therefore
offers the potential to further investigate the effects of contaminants such as carbon monoxide
on cell performance. The simulated model polarizations agree well with published experimental
data. It opens a wider scope to address the remaining limitations in the future with further
developments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The critical element of a model is the founding
theory, and for a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel
cell (PEMFC) this encompasses electrochemistry,
thermodynamics, and fluid mechanics. Although
the founding theory for different models may be
common, the manipulation of the theory can lead
to different systems of equations and different
assumptions. More specifically, models based lar-
gely on theory may comprehensively consider all
of the phenomenological processes, but would be
difficult to solve with an abundance of parametric
constants that are not necessarily easy to define.
Alternatively, empirical models based upon experi-
mental data could provide more accurate results
within a certain operating range for specific cell
designs, but would not necessarily be universal in
applicability, and possibly would not reflect a full

understanding of the processes involved. The inter-
mediate solution would therefore lie in a semi-
empirical model that identifies the key processes,
but uses experimental results to assist in solving
the key equations without over-computation.
There are a number of key historical models that
have been developed.

Fuller and Newman [1] introduced concentrated
solution theory to describe species flux in the mem-
brane. Three species were considered in the model:
polymer with acid groups, hydrogen ions, and
water. Mass transportation was considered in 1D
across the cell, while thermal management was
introduced in the transverse along-the-gas-channel
direction via energy balance. Each channel gas was
treated as a heat removal medium and the effects
of different thermal conductivities of these gases
were analysed with respect to cell performance. It
was found that the hydration of the membrane
was sensitive to the rate of heat removal such that
low rates of heat removal, i.e. low channel gas
thermal conductivities, would result in poor cell
performance.
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Bernardi and Verbrugge [2, 3] developed a mathe-
matical model which divided the cell into seven
regions: gas flow channels, gas diffusers and catalyst
layers for cathode and anode, and a membrane
region in between. Species flux within these regions
was described using dilute solution theory, where the
Nernst–Planck–Einstein equation was used to
describe the flux due to migration, diffusion, and con-
vection. Cell operation was assumed to be isothermal,
and gas-phase pressures were assumed to be constant
owing to the lowgas-phase viscosity.Correspondingly,
the liquid-phase pressures were assumed to be vari-
able and pressure gradients were introduced to the
model via Schlogl’s velocity equation. The model
assumed that the membrane was fully hydrated.

Springer et al. [4] developed a semi-empirical
model. Dilute solution theory was used solely to
describe water flux in the membrane. The form of
the flux equation employed, however, coupled the
flux due to migration and diffusion as a function
of the chemical potential of water. The cell was
assumed to be isobaric; therefore pressure-driven
convective fluxes were not considered. In a PEMFC,
a counter-flux of water from cathode to anode
exists. It is caused by the flux of protons from the
anode to the cathode, which drags water molecules
back to the cathode end of the membrane. This
phenomenon was mathematically simulated in the
model, in part, using experimental data. The funda-
mental argument presented by the model was that
the counter-acting water fluxes caused a gradient in
water content to build up across the membrane,
such that the membrane was not always uniformly
hydrated. This gradient from anode to cathode
increased with respect to operating current density
causing the membrane to loose its proton-conduc-
tivity, which increased the overall cell resistance
and reduced the output cell voltage.

Amphlett et al. [5] developed adifferent semi-empiri-
cal model using experimental performance data from
the Ballard Mark IV fuel cell. The model assumed iso-
baric and isothermal operation. Electrode transport
was described using the Stefan–Maxwell equation,
and the activation and the ohmic overvotlages were
defined by applying linear regression to experimental
data. Membrane transport was not mathematically
modelled. The calculated cell performance curves
correlated well with experimental results.

One of the fundamental limitations among
these models is that only up to two constituent
species were considered in the dry pre-humidified
anode and cathode inlet gases. This limitation
extends to other 2D computational models where
multi-component transport is included but restric-
ted to the inclusion of oxygen, nitrogen, and water
in the inlet cathode feed after humidification [6, 7].
This reflects only the ideal case. Tropospheric air

would have at least 10 constituents whereas
reformed fuel supplies would typically contain
carbon dioxide (CO2) and carbon monoxide (CO).

CO molecules, for example, adsorb more readily
than hydrogen onto platinum-based catalyst sites.
With its presence, the surface fraction available for
hydrogen chemisorption is compromised [8–12].
Correspondingly, the activation energy increases for
the hydrogen oxidation process, which increases
the anodic activation overpotential. Although it has
received little attention, carbon monoxide is known
to permeate the membrane and consequently
degrade the performance of the cathode catalyst
[13]. It follows that a mass transport of carbon
monoxide over the membrane exist. It is also
acknowledged that Nafion membranes are suscep-
tible to a loss mechanism attributed to the crossover
of H2 in the membrane from the anode side to the
cathode side [14]. In the cathode catalyst layer,
trace amounts of diffused H2 would react chemically
with O2 from the cathodic oxidant supply, to form
water. This has the effect of reducing fuel efficiency.
At the same time, excessive crossover of H2 to the
cathode side is said to cause ‘hot-spots’ that could
destroy the membrane electrode assembly (MEA)
and compromise the safety of the cell.

In this research, a 1D isothermal, steady-state
PEMFC model has been developed based on a
number of key publications in the area. In the
model, the fuel cell consists of five regions, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Gas chambers for anode and cathode
transport humidified fuel and air, respectively, and
also remove unused gases and water. In reality, elec-
trodes are bonded to the membrane by a carbon
gas-diffuser/catalyst layer/membrane matrix. In the
model, this has been assumed to be an infinitely
thin interfacial layer. The hydrogen-ion conducting
membrane lies between the anode and cathode
ends. The model introduced a multi-component dif-
fusion mechanism to electrode gas transportation.
The mass transport model of the cell was completed
by considering water transport in the membrane
region. The transport processes in the two electrodes
and the membranes were assumed to be simul-
taneous and inter-dependent. The transport of CO
across the cell from the anode inlet has been studied
due to its impact on cell performance. The simulated
polarizations by the model agreed well with exper-
imental data obtained from the Ballard Mark IV fuel
cell tested and published by Amphlett et al. [5].

2 BASIC PEMFC MODEL

The newly developed multi-species PEMFC model
can generally be divided into two parts: the basic
model and the multi-species mass transportation
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in the diffusion portion of the anode and the
cathode electrodes. The assumptions used in the
model are:

. the total pressures in the channels are constant
and equal;

. both anode and cathode streams are humidified to
saturation to their respective saturation
temperatures;

. the fuel cell operates under isothermal steady-
state conditions;

. the heat conduction by channel flows is negligible;

. the gas mixtures behave as ideal gases;

. the water exists in vapour form [4];

. when the local water activity exceeds unity, the
excess liquid water exists as small droplets of neg-
ligible volume;

. the diffusion coefficient of water in the membrane
is a function of the water content;

. the water drag is a function of the local water
content;

. there is zero crossover of H2 and O2 in the mem-
brane region;

. the only fluxing species are the hydrogen ions by
electric field, the diffusion and dragging of water
vapour, and diffusion of CO through the hydrated
membrane region;

. the concentration of water in the membrane is
much less than the electrolyte concentration.

2.1 Thermodynamic equilibrium potential

The thermodynamic equilibrium potential is
obtained using the relevant form of the Nernst
equation [5].

E ¼ E8þ 4:3085� 10�5T ½pH2
p1=2
O2

� (1)

where

E8 ¼ 1:229� 0:85� 10�3(T � 298:15) (2)

The useful amount of work, the electric energy, is
obtained from a fuel cell only when a reasonably
large current is drawn. Under such conditions, the
cell potential decreases from its equilibrium poten-
tial because of irreversible losses. There are generally
two transport-dependant sources that contribute to
these irreversible losses; the ohmic polarization
(hohm) and the activation polarization (hact).

2.2 Activation polarization

The activation polarization is described using
electrode kinetics, which is defined by the
Butler–Volmer equation

J ¼ j0 exp �anFh

RT

� �
� exp � (1� a)nFh

RT

� �� �
(3)

Fig. 1 Five regions of the polymer electrolyte fuel cell
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The exchange current density, j0, depends upon the
rate-controlling process. For the cathode, this is the
reduction of oxygen [15]

j0 ¼ nFK (cHþ)1�aC(cO2
)1�aC(cH2O)

aC (4)

whereas for the anode, it is the chemisorption of
hydrogen

j0 ¼ 2k0 exp
(1� g)DGc

RT

� �
(5)

where g can be given as 12 aA [15].
Rearranging the Butler–Volmer equation and

superimposing losses for both electrodes yields an
equation that contains parametric coefficients.
These can be grouped together to yield a total
activation polarization equation of the form [5]

hact ¼ j1 þ j2T þ j3T ln (cO2
)þ j4 ln (i) (6)

It has been suggested that these parametric coeffi-
cients are in fact constants [5]. Amphlett et al. [5]
applied a linear regression technique to experi-
mental data from the Ballard Mark IV fuel cell to
determine these constants. The following resulting
equation gives the total activation polarization and
has been applied to the current model

hact ¼ �0:9514þ 0:00312T � 0:000187T ½ln (i)�
þ 7:4� 10�5T ln cC�2

O2

� �h i
(7)

The concentration of oxygen is defined by Henry’s
Law [5]

cC�2
O2

¼ pC�2
O2

5:08� 106 exp (�498=T )
(8)

Themotivation behind the use of equation (7) is that it
is, as intended, simple to use and its results agreedwell
with certain experimental results [4]. Also, equations
(4) and (5) have addressed the key phenomenological
processes occurring at electrodes, and considered
the activation energy required at the anode, although
its contribution to activation losses is small when
compared with the cathodic activation losses.

2.3 Ohmic polarization

The total drop in the cell potential due to ohmic
resistance consists of the combined resistance to
electron and the proton transport, and has been
defined by Ohm’s law in the model [5]

htotal
ohmic ¼ heletronic

ohmic þ hprotons
ohmic ¼ �iRinternal (9)

where Rinternal is the total internal resistance of the
fuel cell.

The internal resistance can be derived from
Nernst–Planck–Einstein equation when applied to
hydrogen ion flux in the membrane [5]

Rinternal ¼ Relectronic þ RT

F2A

ðlm
0

1

DHþcHþ
dz

þ RT

Fi

ðlm
0

1

cHþ
� dcHþ

dz
dz � RT

Fi

ðlm
0

v

DHþ
dz

(10)

However, in the membrane, the water flux and the
hydrogen ion flux occur simultaneously. The inter-
action between the two influences the transportation
mechanisms of each flux. The Nernst–Planck–
Einstein equation can also be applied to water flux.
In such a case, although comprehensive, it would
not be experimentally viable to define all charac-
teristic variables and would be difficult to simulate
theoretically.

An alternative solution is to select the key variables
that characterize the internal resistance and experi-
mentally determine the remaining coefficients
using the same approach as that taken in deriving
coefficients in equation (6). In the current model,
an empirical relationship defining the effect of cell
temperature and cell current based on active area
of the resistance of the cell as developed by Amphlett
et al. [5] has been employed

Rinternal ¼ 0:01605�3:5�10�5T þ8:0�10�5i (11)

2.4 Membrane water flux model

The activation polarization is defined by the concen-
tration of oxygen at the cathode to membrane inter-
face, which is further dependant upon the water flux
in the electrodes and the membrane. As transport in
the electrodes is dealt with later in section 3.3, trans-
port within the membrane region is considered here.

By assuming the membrane mixture to be mode-
rately diluted, the flux of a certain species can be
obtained as [16]

_ni ¼ � Di

RT
cirmi þ vjci (12)

The first term explains that the gradient in chemical
potential is the driving force behind migration and
diffusion. The second term represents the convection
due to the bulk motion of the solvent species. In the
case of a membrane under isobaric conditions, it can
be reduced to [4]

_ni ¼ � Di

RT
cirmi (13)
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Applying equation (13) to the main water flux in the
membrane which flows from cathode to anode, and
taking into account the membrane swelling which
causes a decrease in the density of the solid mem-
brane gives the main water flux as [4]

_nW,diff ¼ � rdry
Mm

D0 l

a(1þ sl)2
da

dl

� �
dl

dz
(14)

The bracket term is the intra-diffusion coefficient of
the water in the membrane and can be experi-
mentally obtained as [4]

Dl.4 ¼ 10�6 exp 2416
1

303
� 1

T

� �� �
� (2:563� 0:33l

þ 0:0264l2 � 0:000671l3) (15)

where l is the water content per membrane charge
site. It depends upon the local water vapour activity.
At 303 K, it has been experimentally obtained as [4]

l303K ¼ 0:043þ 17:81a� 39:85a2 þ 36:0a3 (16)

where a is the local water activity and is defined as
the ratio of the local water partial pressure to the
saturation vapour pressure.

When compared with the main water flux, there is
a reverse water flux flowing in the membrane from
anode to cathode, which is dragged by the fluxing
hydrogen ions. It is therefore a function of the local
water content and the flux of hydrogen ions. Experi-
mentally, it is related to the molar flux of hydrogen
to the membrane I as [4]

_nW,drag ¼ 5l

22
I (17)

Therefore, the net water flux across the membrane is
the difference between the main and the dragged
water fluxes

_nW ¼ 5l

22
I � rdry

Mm

Dl
dl

dz
(18)

To mathematically link the processes of water flux
across electrodes to the process of net water flux
across membrane, it is necessary to introduce the
ratio of net water flux to molar hydrogen flux in
the anode, aA

W, into the model. Its value is deter-
mined through iteration. Rearranging equation
(18) then gives the water distribution in the
membrane [4]

dl

dz
¼ MmI

rdry

1

Dl

5l

22
� aA

W

� �
(19)

3 MULTI-SPECIES TRANSPORTATION MODEL

Mass transportation characterizes the availability of
oxidants and reductants at the catalyst sites, and
also the transport of water in and out of the cell.

3.1 Molar flux of oxidized, reduced, and
produced species

Consider the overall fuel cell reaction 2H2 þO2 !
2H2O. It consists of two electrode processes: the
hydrogen oxidation in the active catalyst region of
the anode 2H2 ! 4Hþ þ 4e�, and the oxygen
reduction process that takes place to produce water
in catalyst region of the cathode O2 þ 4Hþ

þ4e� ! 2H2O.
Assume that there is no crossover of hydrogen fuel

through the membrane. Any hydrogen flux through
the anode diffuser corresponds exactly to the
amount of hydrogen required to induce a constant
steady-state cell current density, J, through the oxi-
dation process. For the anode

_nA�1
H ¼ I ¼ J

2F
(20)

For the cathode, the oxygen flux also corresponds
exactly to current flow with zero crossover

_nC�1
O ¼ I

2
(21)

Define a flux ratio aE
i of a species i in the electrode E,

as the molar flux of species i over the molar flux of
oxygen or hydrogen for cathode or anode, denoted
as n, respectively

aE
i ¼ _nE

i

_nE
n

(22)

Ideally, the water flux generated, _nGen
W , at the cathode

equals the molar flux of oxidized hydrogen. The
water flux in the cathode is the sum of the water flux
from the anode and the water generated by the cell
reaction. Therefore, the fluxes of oxidized and reduced
species as well as water fluxes can be related as

I ¼ _nA�1
H ¼ 2 _nC�1

O ¼ _nGen
W ¼ _nC�1

W

1þ aA
W

(23)

In the model, both inlet anode and cathode gas
streams have been assumed to be humidified with
water up to saturation. The mole fractions of water
in the anode and cathode inlet gas streamsare givenby

yE–INW ¼ Psat
E

PE

(24)
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The saturation vapour pressure of water is a function
of the humidifying temperatures [4]

log10 Psat
E ¼ �2:1794þ 0:02953T � 9:1837

� 10�5T 2 þ 1:4454� 10�7T 3 (25)

When the dry inlet gases each with a species molar
fraction of y8i are humidified with a mole fraction of
water, yE– INW , the dry mole fractions of the constituent
species change, but their ratios relative to hydrogen
or oxygen in the anode or cathode, respectively,
remain the same

y8i
y8n

¼ yE– INi

yE– INn

(26)

On humidification, the newmole fractions still add up
to unity for each electrode

yE– INW þ yE– INn þ
Xn�1

i¼1

yE– INi ¼ 1 (27)

Rearranging equation (27) and substituting it into
equation (26) yields the humidified mole fraction of
a species

yE– INi ¼ y8i (1� yE– INW ) (28)

For a humidified gas, the ratio ofmolar flux equals the
ratio of mole fractions of different species

_nE– IN
i

_nE– IN
n

¼ yE– INi

yE– INn

(29)

The water fluxes across the electrodes can then
obtained as

_nE– IN
W ¼ _nE– IN

n

yE– INW

y8n(1� yE– INW )
(30)

and for any other species i

_nE– IN
i ¼ _nE– IN

n

yi8
yn8

(31)

Define the stoichiometric ratios as the ratio of the
oxidant or the reductant flux in the inlet to the flux
of oxidant or reductant corresponding to the hydrogen
flux to the membrane wH ¼ ( _nA– IN

H )=I for the anode,
and wO ¼ ( _nC– IN

O )=ðI=2Þ for the cathode. The inlet flux
of species i to the anode is

_nA– IN
i ¼ IwH

y8i
y8H

(32)

and to the cathode

_nC– IN
i ¼ 1

2
IwO

y8i
y8O

(33)

3.2 Channel flows

The inlet flux of a species to either anode or cathode
constitutes towards the species flux in the channel
and the species flux through the electrode

_nE– IN
i ¼ _nE–CH

i þ _nE�1
i (34)

Substituting equation (22) and equation (32) or (33)
into equation (34), gives the species flux in the anode

_nA–CH
i ¼ I wH

y8i
y8H

� aA
i

� �
(35)

and in the cathode channel as

_nC–CH
i ¼ I

wH

2

y8i
y8H

� aC
i

� �
(36)

The total channel flux is the sum of all species fluxes
including water, plus any additional flux of foreign
species from the opposite electrode (OE)

_nE–CH
total ¼ _nE–CH

W þ
Xn
i¼1

_nE–CH
i þ

XnOE
i¼1

_nOE�1
i (37)

In the current model, if an inert species is assumed
not to permeate the membrane, the flux ratios of
this species can be reduced to zero, i.e. aA

i ¼ 0 or
aC
i ¼ 0, which reduces the additional flux from the

opposite.
The species mole fraction in the channel can be

obtained as

yE–CHi ¼ _nE–CH
i

_nE–CH
total

(38)

3.3 Gas transportation in the electrode
diffusion layer

It is expected that a gradient in mole fraction exists
across the electrode diffusion layer for all species,
although the flux of inert species may not be zero.
Diffusion in the electrode diffuse layers is described
by the Stefan–Maxwell equation in the model

dyEi
dz

¼ RT
X
i

yEi _n
E�1
j � yEj _n

E�1
i

PDij

(39)
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The species mole fraction at the electrode to mem-
brane interface can be obtained by integrating the
equation across the electrode using channel mole
fractions.

The pressure–diffusivity term for species pair i and
j in the equation was defined using the Slattery–Bird
equation [17]

PDij ¼ a
T

Tc,ij

� �b

(Mij)
�1=2(Pc,ij)

2=3(Tc,ij)
5=6 (40)

where Mij ¼ ð2MiMj=ðMi þMjÞÞ � Tc,ij ¼ (Tc,iTc,j)
1=2

and Pc,ij ¼ (Pc,iPc,j)
1=2 are the critical properties of

the constituent species.
The pressure–diffusivity product is further modi-

fied by the Bruggeman correction factor 13/2 to
account for porosity in the electrodes [4] in themodel.

3.4 Gas transportation in the membrane

To simulate a gas species permeating through the
membrane, it is assumed that a diffusive flux of the
species across the membrane is driven by a concen-
tration gradient. Fick’s law of diffusion [18] is there-
fore applied to describe this flux. CO has serious
degradation effect on electrode’s catalysts. Its flux
is simulated in the model using the binary diffusivity
DCO–H2O of CO and water. Applying equation (22) to
Fick’s law, the flux ratio of CO to H2 in the anode is
given as

aA
CO ¼ �PDCO–H2O

RT

1

_nA
H2

ryCO (41)

The variable aA
CO is refined via iteration. The correct

value is obtained when the CO mole fraction at
cathode to membrane interface calculated from
membrane side using equation (41) equals the CO
mole fraction calculated from cathode side using
equation (39).

3.5 Semi-empirical CO degradation effect

Although it has received little attention, CO is known
to permeate through the membrane and to conse-
quently degrade the performance of the cathode
catalyst layer [13]. Using the model of CO trans-
portation in the membrane, the effect on cathode
performance is simulated in the model by using a
CO induced degradation factor, Q, defined as

Q ¼ hpure
act,cath � hpois

act,cath

hpure
act,cath

(42)

where hpure
act,cath is the cathodic activation polarization

with pure hydrogen and hpois
act,cath is the activation

polarization with CO contamination.

In a previous experimental study by Qi et al. [13],
the cathode potential was measured using three
different anode feeds: pure H2, 70 per cent H2 plus
30 per cent CO2 with 10 ppm CO, and 70 per cent
H2 plus 30 per cent CO2 with 50 ppm CO. The cath-
ode potential reflects the sum of the thermodynamic
equilibrium potential, the ohmic polarization, and
the cathodic activation polarization. The thermo-
dynamic equilibrium potential and the ohmic polar-
ization are not functions of CO contamination. They
can be calculated and taken away from the measured
value to obtain the cathode activation polarization.

The CO induced degradation factor is assumed to
be a linear function of the interfacial CO concen-
tration at any given current density. This is simply
due to the fact that the experimental data covered
two contaminated fuel feeds only. The first tested
fuel was pure H2 and was only used to determine
the cathodic activation polarization hpure

act,cath. However,
it cannot be used to determine the degradation
factor. This is because the CO2 contained in the
fuel feed could have some degradation effect on
cathode performance due to the water–gas shift
reaction at the anode [19]. Such effect in the model
is assumed to be constant for any given current
density and independent of the CO transport
due to fuel feed CO contamination. The relation-
ship between the cathode–membrane interfacial
CO concentration and the degradation factor was
modelled as

Q ¼ Q0 þHy0C�2
CO (43)

where Q0 is the water–gas shift induced degradation
factor, y0C�2

CO is the CO concentration at cathode to
membrane interface in ppm, and H is the gradient
of the change in degradation factor with respect to
the change in CO interfacial concentration.

The gradient H is obtained from the experimental
data [13]. It is found to be non-linear with respect
to current density as shown in Fig. 2. The polynomial
fit of equation (44) was deduced

H ¼ �0:2056J3 þ 0:3956J2 � 0:1194J

þ 0:0430 (44)

For the straight-line relationship postulated in
equation (43), the CO degradation factor attributable
to the water–gas shift reaction Q0 is derived from the
published results [13] and is shown in Fig. 3. Again, it
is found to be non-linear with respect to current den-
sity, and the polynomial fit is given in equation (45)

Q0 ¼ 0:4551J4 � 1:1161J3 þ 1:2495J2

� 0:6145J þ 0:11 (45)
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The total activation polarization given in equation (7)
includes both anode and cathode activation polariz-
ation, and cannot be decomposed into individual
contributions. To solely simulate the cathode activa-
tion overpotential with a pure H2 fuel feed, the Tafel
equation derived from equation (3) was employed

hpure
act,cath ¼

RT

0:5F
ln

j0
J

� �
(46)

where the exchange current density j0 was estimated
to be 0.8 � 1023 A/cm2 for the cell from the experi-
mental data obtained by Qi et al. [13].

For a 70 per cent H2 plus 30 per cent CO2 pre-
humidified fuel feed with any level of CO contami-
nation, the cathodic activation polarisation is

hpois
act,cath ¼ hpure

act,cath(1þQ) (47)

Fig. 2 Third-order polynomial dependence of H on current density J

Fig. 3 Fourth-order polynomial dependence of Q0 on current density J
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Polarization

Figure 4 shows a comparison of calculated cell
voltage at varying current density with experimental
results obtained from the Ballard Mark IV [5]. The
cell conditions during the test and the inputs into
the model were air with 21 per cent of O2 and 79
per cent of N2, pure hydrogen fuel supply, 343 K
operating temperature, and 310 kPa operation
pressure. The porosity was 0.3, and the thickness
was 250 mm for both electrodes. Oxygen stoi-
chiometry was set to 1.75 and hydrogen stoichi-
ometry set to 1.3. The membrane thickness was
180 mm, the dry membrane density was assumed
to be 1.98 g/cm3, and its equivalent weight was
1100 g/mol. The active cell area was given as
50.56 cm2.

The results show that the model prediction agrees
well with the experimental results despite the region
at higher current densities. In the current model, the
thermal gradients were not included, which invari-
ably exist in the cell. Any drying effects in the
membrane reduce its conductivity and increase
ohmic polarization thereby reducing the cell output
voltage. This drying effect is likely to be observed at
higher current densities.

Figure 5 shows the measured and calculated
effects of varying oxygen composition at 21, 46, and
100 per cent on the cell voltage. The results show
that the cell voltage decreases as oxygen composition
reduces. This is because the activation polarization,
which is dominated by cell operation temperature,

current density, and oxygen concentration at
the membrane to cathode interface, decreases as
the availability of oxygen in the supply increases.
Such effect has been included in equation (9).

Figure 6 shows the measured and calculated
effects of different cell operation temperatures on
the cell voltage at varying current density. The
figure shows that the cell voltage increases as temp-
erature increases. The reason of such increase is
largely due to the fact that both cell internal electric
resistance and activation polarization are dependant
on cell operation temperature as shown in equations
(7) and (11), respectively. As cell operation temp-
erature increases, both internal electric resistance
and activation polarization decrease.

It is interesting to address that there is a noticeable
discrepancy between simulated and measured
results at the operation temperature of 358 K. The
simulated cell voltage is lower than the measured
value. This may be due to the fact that although a
saturated inlet gas has been used in the model
during the test, the same condition may have been
difficult to maintain at the high humidifying temp-
erature [20]. The saturation, hence the relative
humidity, has a significant influence towards inter-
facial oxygen mole fractions and cell activation
polarization. Figure 7 shows the simulated interfacial
oxygen mole fractions with 50 and 100 per cent of
saturating vapour pressure at 358 K in the cathode
inlet stream. It shows that the oxygen molar fraction
at the cathode to membrane interface increases as
humidity decreases. Figure 8 shows the calculated
cell activation polarization at varying current
densities with 50 and 100 per cent of saturation

Fig. 4 Simulated and measured fuel cell performance
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pressure achieved at 358 K. The figure shows that the
absolute value of cell activation polarization
increases as humidification increases. In other
words, the effect of less humidification is to decrease
the impact of activation polarization alone on the
thermodynamic cell voltage.

We may then compare the simulated cell voltage
under this condition with that obtained from
the test. Figure 9 shows the comparison between
the measured and the recalculated polarization

curve. Comparing with the discrepancy in the pre-
vious result shown in Fig. 6, the agreement at 50
per cent of saturation pressure is noticeably better.

Figure 10 shows the effects of varying hydrogen
composition, 65, 81, and 100 per cent on cell
voltage. Similar to the effect of oxygen variation,
the cell voltage decreases as hydrogen composition
reduces. This is due to two reasons. First, the ther-
modynamic equilibrium potential is modelled as a
directly proportional function of the square of

Fig. 5 Effects of varying oxygen composition on the fuel cell performance

Fig. 6 Effects of varying temperature on the fuel cell performance
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the hydrogen partial pressure. Correspondingly, any
increase in the hydrogen inlet composition results
in an increase of the thermodynamic equilibrium.
This is because the hydrogen mole fraction gradient
is positive through the electrode thickness
leading to higher interfacial values. The limited
overall impact on cell performance is attributed
to the fact that anodic activation is modelled as
a constant in the empirical equation for acti-
vation polarization. Increasing interfacial hydrogen

partial pressure would induce no change in
equation (7).

Furthermore, the activation polarization for
hydrogen oxidation at 298.15 K and at a current den-
sity of 0.1076 A/cm2 is 0.009 V compared with 0.35 V
for oxygen reduction [5]. This, therefore, illustrates
that the total activation polarization is largely
characterized by the cathodic oxygen reduction,
which is slower than the anodic hydrogen oxida-
tion process. The implication of the relative

Fig. 7 Interfacial oxygen mole fractions with 50 and 100 per cent saturation at 358 K

Fig. 8 Activation polarization with 50 and 100 per cent of saturation at 358 K
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insignificance of anodic activation polarization due
to fast electrode kinetics is that the assumption of
constant anodic activation polarization implied in
equation (7) is valid in the current density range of
interest in Fig. 8.

4.2 Multi-component diffusion

Experimental research on transient performance
published by Moore et al. [21] indicated that the

atmospheric concentrations of benzene could
degrade cell performance. A 30 min exposure to air
containing 50 ppm of benzene showed irreversible
losses in cell performance. Furthermore, it has
been suggested that prolonged exposure to atmos-
pheric concentrations of nitrogen dioxide and
sulphur dioxide could also degrade the cell perfor-
mance. Figure 11 shows some of the calculated
cathode to membrane interfacial mole fractions at
varying current density when the cell is supplied

Fig. 10 Effects of varying hydrogen composition on the fuel cell performance

Fig. 9 Effect of oxygen mole fraction on the fuel cell voltage
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with clean, dry air which contains O2, N2, Ar, CO2, Ne,
He, Kr, CH4, H2, and N2O at the cathode inlet. It
shows that the multi-component diffusion model
has the potential to take almost all chemical con-
stituents in the atmosphere into account
simultaneously.

4.3 CO crossover and contamination

Figure 12 shows the calculated cathode potential for
fuel feeds with different inlet CO concentrations and

the experimental results obtained by Qi et al. [13].
Both predictions and experimental results were
based on a thin 25-mm thick membrane. The anode
catalyst was a platinum–ruthenium alloy applied
with a loading of 0.6 mg/cm2. The cathode catalyst
was pure platinum applied with a loading of
0.4 mg/cm2. The simulated and measured results
agree well with pre-humidified fuel feeds of pure
H2, H2 mixed with 30 per cent CO2 and 10 ppm CO,
and 50 ppm CO. Model predictions with high CO
concentrations in the fuel feed are also presented

Fig. 11 Interfacial air constituent mole fractions at cathode-membrane interface

Fig. 12 CO crossover effects on cathode potential. (1) Pure H2 pre-humidified fuel feed;

(2) 30 per cent CO2/70 per cent H2 pre-humidified fuel feed
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in the figure. The cathode is supplied with a pre-
humidified air containing 21 per cent O2 and 79 per
cent N2. It shows the significant losses on the cath-
ode potential with fuel feeds contaminated with
high CO concentrations.

The simulation results showed that the CO con-
centration at the cathode–membrane interface
doesnotvary significantlywith respect tocurrentden-
sity. The interfacial CO concentration at 1.5 A/cm2 is
298 ppb. This is less than a 0.5 per cent increase
compared with 0.01 A/cm2 when the fuel feed is
contaminated with 10 ppm of CO. The small increase
in CO interfacial concentration is due to the fact that
the CO flux in the anode and membrane is at least
two orders of magnitude smaller than H2 flux at a
current density of 0.1 A/cm2 and up to three
orders of magnitude smaller at higher current
densities. This is shown in Fig. 13 where the change
in the ratio of CO to H2 flux in the anode and
membrane aA

CO with respect to current density is
presented.

The experimental results obtained by Qi et al. [13]
showed that the anode overpotential was linear and
relatively smaller in relation to the cathode potential.
The cathode potential therefore closely characterizes
the cell potential. Oetjen et al. [22], for example,
investigated the effect of CO poisoning on the overall
cell potential with H2 feeds contaminated up to
250 ppm of CO. The experimental results for an
anode loaded with platinum–ruthenium catalyst
exhibited the similar linear current density to polar-
ization relationships above 0.2 A/cm2 as those
presented in Fig. 12. However, the polarizations

predicted by the model in Fig. 12 are generally
lower than the experimental results. This may
partially be attributed to the differences in catalytic
loading, fuel feed, and oxidant supply. The cathode
and anode catalysts loadings were 1 mg/cm2 of
pure platinum and platinum–ruthenium, respec-
tively. This is 150 and 67 per cent higher than the
catalyst loadings used in the experiments and cited
by the model. In addition, Oetjen et al. [22] did not
use fuel feeds containing CO2 and the cathode feed
was pure oxygen. Both conditions would serve to
increase the availability of hydrogen and oxygen at
the anode and cathode catalyst sites, respectively,
and reduce the activation overpotentials.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A 1D steady-state, low temperature, isothermal, iso-
baric PEMFC model has been developed. The
model accommodates multi-component diffusion
in the porous electrodes and therefore offers the
potential to further investigate effects of some ‘inert
gases’ on cell performances. In this model

. the channel flows were determined using mass
balance and algebraic manipulation and derived
from predefined initial inlet conditions;

. the electrode fluxes are determined by hydrogen
oxidation and oxygen reduction with zero
crossover;

. the gas diffusion through the electrodes is mod-
elled using the Stefan–Maxwell equation;

Fig. 13 CO to H2 flux ratio for inlet fuel feed CO concentrations of 10, 50, and 100 ppm
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. the catalyst layers were considered as fine
dispersion of platinum and platinum–ruthenium
at the cathode–membrane and anode–membrane
interfaces;

. electrode kinetics have been described using the
Butler–Volmer equation. The treatment of elec-
trode surface kinetics pertains to Berger’s sugges-
tion that oxygen reduction and hydrogen
chemisorption are the rate controlling steps for
activation [15];

. the membrane transportation in the model
considered the water flux in the membrane due
to both diffusion and water dragging because of
hydrogen-ion flux as developed by Springer
et al. [4];

. semi-empirical expressions developed by Amphlett
et al. [5] has been adopted in the model to simulate
the loss mechanisms;

. experimental results published by Qi et al. [13]
were used to determine the change in cathodic
activation overpotential with CO crossover in the
membrane.

The simulated results agree well with experimental
results of the Ballard Mark IV fuel cell obtained by
Amphlett et al. [5]. Model predictions for fuel
feeds contaminated with CO agree well with
experimental results of Qi et al. [13] at low CO
contamination.

The simulated results showed that the current
multi-component diffusion PEMFC model has the
potential to take almost all chemical constituents in
the atmosphere into account simultaneously.

The model is at present limited to isothermal con-
ditions only. The future work will include convective
fluxes due to pressure gradients across the cell and
incorporate heat-transfer management. Pressure
gradients are likely to cause a convective flux of
water in the membrane opposite in direction to the
water being dragged by protons across the
membrane, thereby unifying membrane hydration.
Correspondingly, the membrane resistance should
decrease. Temperature gradients, on the other
hand, will cause evaporative losses where the loss
of membrane hydration will lead to a loss of mem-
brane conductivity. Liquid-water transport will also
be considered, which will extend the model to
cover the effects of localized flooding. Localized
condensation caused by the partial pressure of
water exceeding the saturation vapour pressure will
present a barrier to mass transport in the electrodes,
reducing the availability of reactant species at the
catalyst sites, thereby leading to a loss in perfor-
mance. Inclusion of such effects will broaden the
applicability of the model. From a 2D perspective,
the computational models of Natarajan et al. [23]
and Bradean et al. [24] illustrated that liquid water

formation is most likely to propagate in the region
of the cathode diffuser directly adjacent to the solid
shoulder of the graphite plate. This is due to the
fact that this region of the diffuser is not exposed to
the gas flow in the cathode channel, thereby hinder-
ing water removal and causing an accumulation in
water content. The water then condenses and leads
to the localized formation of liquid water, which is
a barrier to oxygen diffusion. This has the effect of
reducing the absolute value of the local current
density over the region of the shoulder [23]. Such
effects of localized water formation were not con-
sidered in our 1D model, but will be addressed in
future work. Further theory-based consideration
will also be given to electrode kinetics acknowledging
the presence of CO in both the catalyst layers. A
first-step attempt has been made in this paper to
define the mechanism of CO flux in the membrane
from a theoretical perspective.
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APPENDIX

Notation

a activity
A active cell area perpendicular to

hydrogen ion flux in the
membrane (cm2)

ci concentration of species i (mol/cm3)
cdrag electro-osmotic drag coefficient

(number of water molecules carried
per hydrogen ion)

Di diffusivity of species i (cm2/s)
Dij diffusivity of species pair ij (cm2/s)
E thermodynamic equilibrium

potential (V)
E8 standard state potential (V)
F Faraday constant (96 484 C)
DGc standard-state free energy of

chemisorption of dissolved hydrogen
per mole of hydrogen (J/mol)

H crossover-loss gradient (per ppm)
i current (A)
I molar flux of water produced at the

cathode (mol/cm2 s)
j0 exchange current density (A/cm2)
J current density (A/cm2)
k0 parametric coefficient for anodic

exchange current density
K parametric coefficient for cathodic

exchange current density
Mi molecular weight of species i (g/mol)
n number of equivalents
_ni flux of species i (mol/cm2 s)
pi partial pressure of species i (Pa)
P total pressure (Pa)
R molar gas constant (8314.3 J/mol K)
Rinternal internal resistance (V)
s extension parameter, 0.0126
T temperature (K)
yi
E–X mole fraction of species i in electrode

E at station number X
y0i concentration in part per million

(ppm) of species i
z transverse cell co-ordinate

aA anodic transfer coefficient
aC cathodic transfer coefficient
aE
i flux ratio of species i to species n

for electrode E
g transfer coefficient
h overpotential (V)
Q CO-induced degradation factor
l membrane water content
mi electrochemical potential of

species i (J/mol)
j parametric coefficient
rdry dry membrane density (g/cm3)
s conductivity (V/cm)
wn stoichiometry of species n

Subscripts

c critical property
i species i
j species j
m membrane
n reductant or oxidant species
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Superscripts

A anode
C cathode
CH channel
E electrode

E-1 or 2 interface 1 or 2 of electrode E
Gen generated
IN inlet
Sat saturation
8 dry state
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